Meeting minutes for TC_CAS, 11PM, Oct 7, 2007  Called to order, J. Johnston presiding.

Attendance attached.

Minutes of previous meeting approved by acclamation.

Old Business:

Report on convention:
• One long paper session this convention – Well attended but too long (lost audience near the end)
• Workshop (W10) on spatial audio and spatial audio object coding – Medium to low attendance.- persistent audience.
• One special event (“Low Delay Codec Optimized Network Music Performance”) – Room filled offsite.

New Business:

The CD – is it in need of new edition or second CD ?
Present CD needs new/more text? General consensus – no change. Not worth changing for text issues at this time.
New CD/DVD showing synthetic stereo/multichannel signals?
How to store/play multichannel? PC/Apple? DVD? DVD-A?
Avoid coding? DTS 1.5 mbps coding?
JJ will try to find some content, but somebody else needs to be point of contact. This will be brought up on the mailing list after the convention.

Material for “60 years of audio” CD? Try to get S. Vega to approve for “Tom’s Diner”? Brandenburg will pursue this item.

Do Spatial Coding workshop for European audience? Will ask mailing list for volunteers for chair/panel? If chair found, will propose.

Special event repeat in Amsterdam? Gerald Schuller will look into this.

Adjourned 11:32 by acclimation.

James D. Johnston, Co-chair
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